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We report on van der Waals epitaxy of single-crystalline a-MoO3 sheets with single-unit-cell thick-

ness on the mica substrate. The crystalline lattice structure, growth habits, and Raman spectra of the

grown a-MoO3 sheets are analyzed. The anisotropic growth of a-MoO3 sheets can be understood by

period bond chains theory. Unlike monolayer MoS2 or graphene, Raman spectra of a-MoO3 do not

possess frequency shift from bulk crystal to single-unit-cell layer. The relative intensities of two

Raman modes (Ag) at 159 and 818 cm�1 are sensitive to the polarization of incident light. This sce-

nario provides a quick approach to determine the lattice orientation of a-MoO3 crystals. Our studies

indicate that van der Waals epitaxial growth is a simple and effective way to fabricate high-quality

ultrathin a-MoO3 sheets for physical property investigations and potential applications. VC 2016
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941402]

When the thickness of molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)

layer approaches the atomic-scale, various intriguing proper-

ties emerge, which are distinct from that of the bulk MoS2.

Unlike its bulk counterpart, monolayer MoS2 is a direct-

bandgap semiconductor with a bandgap of �1.89 eV, which

can be applied to fabricate field effect transistors (FET) with

high efficiency1 and to enhance the photoluminescence

effectively in the visible frequency range.2 Monolayer MoS2

without inversion symmetry exhibits a strong spin-orbit cou-

pling, which combines electron spin and K-valley in the

Brillouin zone. Therefore, it is possible to manipulate K-

valley index of electrons with circularly polarized light.3

The molybdenum trioxide (a-MoO3) is another molybde-

num compound with layered structure. The interests in

a-MoO3 originate from its high j-dielectric (>200),4 high

work function (�6.8 eV),5 good transparency to visible light,

and the controllable semiconducting properties.6 The high-j
value is beneficial in reducing Coulomb scattering effectively,

and the charge carrier mobility of a a-MoO3 FET device can

reach 1100 cm2 V�1 s�1.7 In light emitting diodes (LED), so-

lar cell and photovoltaic (PV), a-MoO3 is an efficient hole-

transport interlayer between the anode and the active layer.8

The composite of a-MoO3 and carbon nanotube (CNT) is

promising to serve as the practical transparent electrodes.9 In

addition, the intrinsic layered structure of a-MoO3 provides

flexibilities for energy-band engineering via Hþ and Liþ ion

intercalation.10

The a-MoO3 crystal is composed of planar slabs of

double-layered [MoO6] octahedra, which are stacked verti-

cally in h010i via weak van der Waals forces. Within the pla-

nar slab, [MoO6] octahedra are bound by covalent bonds.11

It is possible to obtain 2D structure of a-MoO3 with a thick-

ness of atomic level. Comparing to its bulk counterpart,

a-few-layered a-MoO3 sheet exhibits superior properties in

catalytic, optical, and energy-storage application.12–14

However, up until now, it remains challenging to obtain

large and uniform a-MoO3 sheets with thickness of a few

unit cells. Van der Waals epitaxy has been considered as an

ideal approach to fabricate 2D materials.15 Since there is no

dangling bond connecting the epitaxial layer and the sub-

strate, the lattice matching condition can be relaxed and the

growth temperature can be decreased.16,17

Here, we report on van der Waals epitaxial growth

of ultrathin a-MoO3 sheets on fluorophlogopite mica

(KMg3AlSi3O10F2) via an ambient pressure physical vapor

deposition (APPVD). The grown single-crystalline a-MoO3

sheets are highly b-axis oriented on mica, and the lateral size

reaches several tens of micrometers. The thickness of the

a-MoO3 sheet can be controlled from 1.4 nm to several

micrometers by controlling the growth temperature. Raman

spectra of a-MoO3 sheets indicate that the relative intensities

of the Raman modes (Ag) are sensitive to the polarization of

incident light. The growth habits of a-MoO3 sheets on the

mica substrate are also discussed.

The a-MoO3 sheets are grown in a homemade dual-

temperature zone furnace. The MoO3 powder is vaporized in

the high-temperature zone and ultrapure N2 gas (99.999%)

serves as the carry gas with ambient pressure. The vaporiza-

tion temperature is gradually increased to 600 �C from room

temperature in 60 min. The freshly cleaved fluorophlogopite

mica is located in the growth zone, and the growth tempera-

ture is set between 350 �C and 480 �C. The distance between

the MoO3 source and the mica is 40 cm. The typical growth

time is 20 min, after the growth the furnace is cooled down

to room temperature naturally.

The phase information of a-MoO3 sheets is analyzed

with grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD, Rigaku

MAX-RD). Surface morphology is characterized by a Nikon

optical microscope (ECLIPSE 80i). The thickness of the

a-MoO3 sheet is measured by an atom force microscopy

(AFM; Digital Instruments MultimodeTM SPM). The crystal-

lographic structure of the a-MoO3 sheet is determined by a

high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM;

JEOL JEM-1011). Raman spectra are collected using aa)Email: muwang@nju.edu.cn
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confocal micro-Raman system (Princeton Instrument). The

laser wavelength is 514.5 nm, and the spot size is about

2 lm. The incident light polarization is fixed, while the sam-

ple is rotated in order to change the angle h between the inci-

dent light polarization and c axis of the crystalline sheet of

a-MoO3. No analyzer is applied in the Raman spectrometer.

Theoretical Raman frequencies, intensities, and scattering

tensors of the a-MoO3 crystal have been calculated with den-

sity functional perturbation theory (DFPT).18 Calculations are

performed using Generalized Gradient Approximation with

norm-conserving pseudopotential. The kinetic energy cutoff

for the plane-wave basis set is 830 eV. (9� 2� 9) K-point

sampling is used for Brillouin zone integration. The conver-

gence criterion of self-consistent calculations for ionic relaxa-

tions is set as 10�5 eV.

Figure 1(a) shows a typical optical micrograph of a-MoO3

sheets grown on mica substrate. The rectangular flakes are the

grown a-MoO3 sheets, and the darker background is the mica

substrate. The rectangular a-MoO3 sheets mostly align in three

major orientations 120� with each other, which signify the na-

ture of van der Waals epitaxial growth.16,17

The growth temperature is important to control the size

and the thickness of the a-MoO3 sheet. At high growth tem-

perature, high saturation vapor pressure of MoO3, and small

nucleation rate is expected. Moreover, the growth units have

a high probability of diffusing to their edge sites at high tem-

perature, and the crystal prefers the planar growth on sub-

strate.19 These would result in large and ultrathin a-MoO3

sheet growth. We grow a-MoO3 sheets at several different

temperatures, and find the sheet thickness indeed depends on

the growth temperature (Fig. 1(b)). When the growth

temperature is increased, the thickness of a-MoO3 sheets

decreases, and the sheet size increases.

The phase of the grown a-MoO3 sheets is determined by

GIXRD. In order to obtain high signal-to-noise ratio, we

measure the diffraction signals from thick MoO3 sheets

(>50 nm), as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The diffraction peaks

can be indexed as (0,2,0), (0,4,0), (0,6,0), and (0,10,0) of

the orthorhombic structured MoO3 crystal (International

Centre for Diffraction Data, No05–0508, lattice constants of

a¼ 3.962 Å, b¼ 13.858 Å, and c¼ 3.697 Å). The fact that

only diffraction of (0, l, 0) is observable suggests that the

grown a-MoO3 sheets are highly b-axis-oriented. The lattice

structures are further investigated by HRTEM as illustrated

in Fig. 1(d). The HRTEM micrograph shows that the lattice

distances of d(0,0,1)¼ 0.36 nm and d(1,0,0)¼ 0.39 nm, which

are in agreement with the parameters of (0,l,0) for a-MoO3

crystal.20 The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pat-

tern (inset of Fig. 1(d)) reveals that the longitudinal direction

of the grown MoO3 sheets is parallel with h001i.
The planar slab of a-MoO3 crystal consists of bilayer

(BL) of [MoO6] octahedra. The unit cell spans two BLs

along b-axis (Fig. 2(a)). Figure 2(b) illustrates AFM micro-

graph of an ultrathin a-MoO3 sheet, which possesses a lateral

size above 30 lm and a thickness of single-unit cell

(�1.4 nm). In present work, a-MoO3 sheets with various

thicknesses (from 2 to 10 BLs) are grown on mica, and their

topographic micrographs and line profiles are obtained by

AFM, as shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(f), respectively.

The Raman spectra of a-MoO3 sheets are experimen-

tally measured and theoretically calculated, as shown in

Fig. 3. It can be seen that the calculated spectrum is similar

FIG. 1. (a) Optical micrograph of

grown a-MoO3 sheets on mica sub-

strate. The dashed arrows denote three

growth orientations. (b) Thicknesses

and sizes (inset) of a-MoO3 sheets as a

function of the growth temperature. The

statistics is obtained from twenty sam-

ples with the area of �4� 5 mm. (c)

The GIXRD pattern of grown a-MoO3

sheets on the mica substrate. Diffraction

peaks of the a-MoO3 sheet are marked

by red arrows. (d) The HRTEM image

and the SAED pattern (inset) of the

a-MoO3 sheet.
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to that of the experimental measurement. The strongest peak

locates around 820 cm�1 in experiment, corresponding to

that at 802 cm�1 in theory. Both space group analysis21 and

DFPT calculation suggest that the Raman peaks of a-MoO3

are attributed by the vibration modes of Mo-O bonds.22 In

the planar slab, [MoO6] octahedra interconnect by edge-

sharing zig-zag rows along the h001i, and interconnect by

corner-sharing rows along h100i (Fig. 2(a)). Six oxygen

atoms in each [MoO6] octahedron can be categorized into

three types: one terminal-oxygen atom (denoted as O1)

belonging to individual octahedron, two corner-shared oxy-

gen atoms (denoted as O2) shared by two adjacent octahedra,

and three edge-shared oxygen atoms (denoted as O3) shared

by three adjacent octahedral. Raman peak at 998 cm�1 is

associated with the stretching vibration of Mo-O1 bonds

along b axis (Ag mode), corresponding to that at 993 cm�1 in

theory; the 820 cm�1 peak is associated with the stretching

vibration of the Mo-O2-Mo bond along a axis (Ag mode); the

159 cm�1 peak originates from the translation vibration of

the rigid chains along c axis (Ag mode), corresponding to

that at 142 cm�1 in theory. Because the grown a-MoO3

sheets parallel to (0,l,0) faces, the in-plane vibration peak of

820 cm�1 is strong; in contrast, the out-of-plane vibration

peak of 998 cm�1 is very weak.

It should be noted that DFPT calculation usually under-

estimates the Raman frequencies. The deviations of Ag

modes at 998, 882, and 159 cm�1 reach 0.5%, 2%, and 10%,

respectively. These deviations may originate from the

FIG. 2. (a) Crystalline structure of the a-MoO3 crystal. (b)–(f) AFM micrographs and height profiles of a-MoO3 sheets with various thicknesses. The height

profile is taken along the dashed line in the corresponding AFM image.

FIG. 3. The calculated Raman spectrum of the bulk a-MoO3 crystal (red)

and experimental Raman spectra of the a-MoO3 sheets with various thick-

nesses. The peaks in the gray zone are attributed to Raman peaks of the

mica substrate.
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density-functional theory (DFT) calculation, the first step

calculation of DFPT to obtain unperturbed periodic ground

state, which usually underestimates energy band gap and

lattice constant.23 Especially, the low frequency peak at

159 cm�1 (the softer mode) is more sensitive to ground state

energy and lattice structure,24 hence has a large deviation of

Raman frequency.

The Raman spectra of a-MoO3 sheets with different

thickness are also shown in Fig. 3. The positions of Raman

peaks do not change when the sheet thickness decreases,

yet the peak intensity decreases with respect to that of the

mica substrate. This scenario is different from thickness-

dependent Raman spectra of MoS2.25 The unique features of

the Raman frequencies of a-MoO3 may result from the weak

interlayer coupling among the double-[MoO6] layers. The

bulk a-MoO3 crystal behaves just like the decoupled stack of

planer layers.

It is noteworthy that the relative intensities of two Ag

Raman peaks at 159 and 820 cm�1 exhibit a clear dependence

on the incident light polarization (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)). A simi-

lar phenomenon has been reported for ReSe2,26 which eluci-

dated the angle-dependent intensity by the Raman scattering

tensors R of vibration mode. In our case, Raman vibration

modes and scattering tensors R of 159 and 820 cm�1 have

been obtained from DFPT calculation. The angle-dependent

intensities are calculated and shown in Fig. 4(c), which is in

consistent with experimental results. When the incidence

polarization parallels to a axis, Raman peak at 820 cm�1

reaches its strongest intensity, and that at 159 cm�1 reaches its

weakest intensity. In contrast, when the incidence polarization

parallels to c axis, the peak at 820 cm�1 reaches its weakest

intensity, and that at 159 cm�1 reaches its strongest intensity.

Due to this strong correlation between the lattice orientation

and Raman scattering intensity, we are able to determine

quickly the a and c axes based on the relative intensity of

Raman peaks at 820 and 159 cm�1.

The growth habits of a-MoO3 sheets on the mica sub-

strate, such as the well-defined lattice orientation and the ani-

sotropic growth, can be understood by period bond chain

(PBC) theory.27 The PBC theory suggests that the growth

rate of crystallographic faces is determined by a set of unin-

terrupted bond chains formed in crystallization. For a-MoO3

crystal, the bond chains involve covalent bond chains within

the planar layers and van der Waals bond chains between the

layers. Comparing to the weak van der Waals bonds, in-plate

Mo-O covalent bonds are much stronger. Therefore, a-MoO3

crystal prefers two-dimensional lateral growth of (0,l,0)

planes.

On the other hand, Mo-O covalent bond chains in (0,l,0)

can be classified into two types: Mo-O3-Mo bond chains are

along h001i, where [MoO6] octahedra are interconnected

with their edges; and Mo-O2-Mo bond chains are along

h100i, where [MoO6] octahedra are interconnected with their

corners. The former has a stronger bond energy than the

later. Therefore, (0,0,1) faces grow faster than (1,0,0) faces.

Figure 5(a) shows an AFM micrograph of a typical a-MoO3

sheet grown on mica. Remarkable features of layer-by-layer

growth can be observed. The growth front of each layer is

rough, but the edges perpendicular to the growth direction

are straight and sharp (Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)). The crystallo-

graphic structural analysis based on TEM data (Fig. 1(d))

indicates that the long edge parallels with h001i, where

Mo-O3-Mo bond chains lie, and the rough growing interface

parallels with the h100i, along which Mo-O2-Mo bond

FIG. 4. (a) Raman spectra of a-MoO3

sheets as the function of polarization

angle h. h denotes the angle between

the incident light polarization and c
axis of an a-MoO3 crystal. (b) The

angle-dependent intensities of 820 and

159 cm�1 peaks measured from the ex-

perimental spectra, the blue and red

dashed lines are the fitting curves. (c)

The angle-dependent intensities calcu-

lated using Raman scattering tensor R
in DFPT theory.

FIG. 5. (a) A typical AFM image of an a-MoO3 sheet. (b) and (c) The

enlarged micrographs of the dashed boxed regions in (a).
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chains lie. We can conclude that for van der Waals epitaxial

growth of ultrathin a-MoO3 sheets, the period Mo-O bond

chains in the planar layer determine the anisotropic growth

habit.

To summarize, we have grown large and uniform a-

MoO3 sheets with single-unit-cell thickness via van der Waals

epitaxy on mica. It is shown that the growth temperature is

critical in controlling the sheet thickness. Experiments show

that Raman peaks of a-MoO3 sheets do not shift when the

sheet thickness varies, yet the peak intensities of Ag vibration

modes are sensitive to the incidence polarization. This study

shows that van der Waals epitaxy is a simple and effective

approach for fabricating of ultrathin a-MoO3 sheets.
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